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Artist’s Photography Book 
Photography as an Artist’s Book

Book of Photography 
 
or a portfolio?

or a book about a photographer? 



What makes a good book? 
 
The book as artifact.

The body as text.

Text as image. 
 



The page as a frame 
 
The book and the successive frame.

The book as a time-based media.





beginning



middle



end





Photography / Artist’s Book 

Portfolio literally means “a case for carrying
loose papers,” (from Latin, the imperative of
portare “to carry” and the plural of folium,
meaning ‘a sheet for writing upon’).

The book as object.





Purpose?

Audience.





The book experience. 
 
The experience of the book.
Duration

Linear vs. non-linear.

Beginning
Middle
End







The book as art. 
 
Printed Matter

resource for inspiration 
graphic design porno
typography fetishism

As one of the world’s largest publicly available 
source for artists’ books,

https://printedmatter.org/what_we_do/overview


https://printedmatter.org/catalog/36677


The book experience. 
 
The experience of the book.
Duration

Linear vs. non-linear.

Beginning
Middle
End















Pace

Rhythm

Consonance

Dissonance

Cadence



PLAY
By David Lobb
Newcastle: Jerk Off Zines, 2013

https://printedmatter.org/catalog/36688












Artists who make books

Artists’ books have emerged over the last 25 
years as the quintessential contemporary art 
form, addressing subjects as diverse as poetry 
and politics, incorporating a full spectrum of 
artistic media and bookmaking methods, and 
taking every conceivable form.



Sam Hoolihan

http://www.mnartists.org/artistHome.do?rid=186822


Female painters, sculptors, calligraphers, and 
printmakers, as well a growing community of 
hobbyists, have played a primary role in devel-
oping this new mode of artistic expression. 



The Book as Art presents more than 100 of 
the most engaging women’s artist books created 
by major fine artists such as Meret Oppenheim, 
May Stevens, Kara Walker, and Renee Stout and 
distinguished book artists such as Susan King, 
Ruth Laxson, Claire Van Vliet, and Julie Chen.



Meret Oppenheim



Robert The

http://flavorwire.com/136196/books-as-visual-art/


Commenting on the seeming randomness of stacked books, Paul Octavious crafts 
precise, color-coordinated book sculptures, which he then captures with a sharp 
photographic lens. The playful designs spell out letters, numbers, words, and some-
times shapes that otherwise would seem too precarious to stand on their own.

http://pauloctavious.com/


An artist’s book is an edited collection of 
artwork intended to showcase an artist’s 
style or method of work.

Typically, the work reflects an artists best 
work or a depth in one area of work.

Phaidon 
 

http://www.phaidon.com/store/photography/


Spread from Das Erlebnis der Reichsautobahn (1943) from Martin Parr and Jerry Badger’s Photobook series

http://www.phaidon.com/agenda/photography/articles/2014/march/17/martin-parr-rewrites-photobook-history/


Martin Parr rewrites photobook history 
 
The photographer tells the Financial Times why he 
would like to bequeath his incredible collection to the 
Tate Spread from Das Erlebnis der Reichsautobahn 
(1943) from Martin Parr and Jerry Badger's Photobook 
series

http://www.phaidon.com/agenda/photography/articles/2014/march/17/martin-parr-rewrites-photobook-history/


Spread from Bernd and Hill Becher’s Anonyme Skulpturen (1970) from Martin Parr and Gerry Badger’s Photobook series



Regardless of the depth of an artist, the
editing process allows for a clean, concise
presentation to the intended audience.



Sometimes, an artist portfolio can be
referred to as a lookbook.

When creating a portfolio, it is vital to
consider your audience.

You must consider who will see it, why
they are looking at it, and what you are
trying to accomplish with it.



Typically, portfolios should contain:

A nice portfolio case or “bound” publication

An artists statement

A list of the contents



http://www.viewbook.com/

http://www.viewbook.com
http://www.viewbook.com/portfolio-examples/


Jurek Wajdowicz
Liminal Spaces
Jurek Wajdowicz. Fotografie 75

http://www.lars-mueller-publishers.com/en/catalogue-photography/liminal-spaces


http://www.lars-mueller-publishers.com/en/catalogue-photography/liminal-spaces




BOOK + TYPOGRAPHY

Create a hierarchy of information.

Use a grid for continuity in page layout.

Celebrate white space.

Study the Letter spacing / Line spacing....



give the letters 
a lit tle air



http://type.method.ac/#

http://type.method.ac




http://typeinsight.org/

http://type.method.ac/#
http://typeinsight.org/
http://typeinsight.org/


Book as System



This is 56 points

This is 26 points
This is 16 points

This is 10 points

This is 6 points



Use the Fibonacci sequence when
considering proportions

It is a useful model when considering
heirarchy and making decisions about type 
point size.

This is 26 points
This is 16 points

This is 10 points

This is 6 points







Can you see how the sequence is applied?

0 1 1 2 3 5 8 13 21 34

http://type.method.ac/#


Chose from one of these type families:
Aksidenz Grotesk  Baskerville
Bembo     Bodoni
Caslon     Century Schoolbook
Clarendon    Didot
Fraktur     Franklin Cothic
Futura     Garamond
Gill Sans     Sabon
Trump Mediaeval  Univers

http://type.method.ac/#




Use the Fibonacci sequence when
considering proportions

The Elements of Typographic Style 
Robert Bringhurst 
 
Shaping the Page

http://www.arts.ucsb.edu/faculty/reese/classes/artistsbooks/ShapingThePage004.pdf






Book as System



FRONT MATTER

Title page
Voice: Publisher
Repeats the title and author as printed on the cover or spine.

Colophon
Voice: Printer
Technical information such as edition dates, copyrights,
typefaces and the name and address of the printer. In modern 
books usually on the verso of the title page, but in some books 
placed at the end (see Back matter).

Contents
Voice: Publisher
This is a list of chapter headings, and nested subheadings, 
together with their respective page numbers. This includes all 
front-matter items listed below together with chapters in the body 
matter and back matter. The number of levels of subheadings shown 
should be limited so as to keep the contents list short, ideally one 
page or possibly a double-page spread.

Foreword
Voice: Author
Voice: The author or some other real person
A foreword will tell of some interaction between the writer of
the foreword and the story or the writer of the story. A foreword
to later editions of a work often explains in what respects that 
edition differs from previous ones.

Preface
Voice: Author
A preface generally covers the story of how the book came into 
being, or how the idea for the book was developed; this is often 
followed by thanks and acknowledgments to people who were 
helpful to the author during the time of writing. 

Acknowledgment 
Voice: Author
Often part of the Preface, rather than a separate section in its own right, 
it acknowledges those who contributed to the creation of the book.
A beginning section which states the purpose and goals of the book

BOOK 

BACK MATTER

Afterword
Voice: The author or some other real person
An afterword generally covers the story of how the book came 
into being, or of how the idea for the book was developed.

Conclusion
Voice: Author
Appendix or Addendum*
Voice: Author
This supplemental addition to a given main work may correct 
errors, explain inconsistencies or otherwise detail or update the 
information found in the main work.

Glossary
Voice: Author
The glossary consists of a set of definitions of words of impor-
tance to the work. They are normally alphabetized. The entries 
may consist of places and characters, which is common for 
longer works of fiction.

Bibliography
Voice: Author
This cites other works consulted when writing the body. It is 
most common in non-fiction books or research papers.

Index
Voice: Author / Publisher
This list of terms used in the text contains references, often 
page numbers, to where the terms can be found in the text. 
Most common in non-fiction books.

Colophon [may be included in front matter]
Voice: Publisher
This brief description may be located at the end of a book or on 
the verso of the title page. It describes production notes relevant 
to the edition and may include a printer’s mark or logotype.

BODY







Book as System



Develop a relationship with a logical and 
useful grid system.

Celebrate this relation with your new friend, 
the grid.



Understand type image relationships.

Separation 

Fusion 
 
Fragmentation 
 
Inversion

http://www.stacyasher.com/images/GRPH_221/ImageTypeRelationship.pdf










Use master guides in InDesign to activate 
the grid.

Use styles in InDesign.
Using Paragraph Styles in InDesign
Using Character Styles in InDesign

http://help.adobe.com/en_US/indesign/cs/using/WS9D351498-DAAC-4be1-B4B8-2B6C72FF6CEDa.html#WS60910FA3-2BD7-449d-9904-05CFA551665Da


Consider the mode in which it will be viewed.



Rules



Always use printer’s quotes /
smart quotes.

““”‘“’  ’   ”
not inch or foot marks



Once you set point size of body 
of type

add 3 - 4 points for leading 
[line spacing]

example

9 pt. type with 12 pt. leading
9 pt. / 12 pt.



Watch for widows and orphans.

They make the page sad.

: (





Only one space in between 
sentences.



Make the rags pretty.





Typography + 
Resources





Book as System









http://www.thinkingwithtype.com/

http://www.thinkingwithtype.com/


Build a dummy / maquette

ma·quette noun \ma-ˈket\
 
Definition of MAQUETTE

:  a usually small preliminary model 
(as of a sculpture or a building)







Building a dummy









Book within System

digital publishing
e-pub environment
e-pub landscape



http://issuu.com/stacyasher/bookmarks?id=unsorted

http://issuu.com/stacyasher/bookmarks?id=unsorted


http://issuu.com/stacyasher/bookmarks?id=unsorted


Book Publishing

making the artifact



http://www.blurb.com/?ce=google_brand_blurb&gclid=CImyvqWg9KsCFQd6gwodFnQvLw

http://www.blurb.com/?ce=google_brand_blurb&gclid=CImyvqWg9KsCFQd6gwodFnQvLw


GO SMALL 
AND LOCAL 



http://printing.unl.edu/print

http://www.lincolnbindery.com/

Thesis and dissertation binding

http://printing.unl.edu/print
http://www.lincolnbindery.com/




study books
successive frames
bodies of text
text as image
margins
scale, white space



system

defines limitations 
 
facility







http://www.domusweb.it/

http://www.domusweb.it


http://www.spatialinformationdesignlab.org/

http://www.spatialinformationdesignlab.org


Two artists, one vision
The enigmatic and genre-defying work of Inez van Lamsweerde and 
Vinoodh Matadin

“It is typical of the photographic art of van Lamsweerde and Mata-
din that they urge their image making to de-stabilise the pristine sur-
faces expected of consumer culture; to this end they make use, in 
turn, of the Gothic, inscrutability, androgyny, comedy, eroticism, sur-
realism, fantasy, montage, cinema, replication, image manipulation, 
Pop art, fetishism and art historical nuance.”—Michael Bracewell

Inez van Lamsweerde and Vinoodh Matadin’s work has graced the 
walls and pages of some of the world’s finest galleries and fashion 
magazines, and if it is surprising that their photographs easily float 
between these worlds, it is by virtue of their ease in creating imag-
ery that seeks homes in both culturally elite and mainstream outlets. 
For some of their photographs, such as their portrait of Björk or 
campaign for Givenchy, van Lamsweerde and Matadin have worked 
in collaboration with the art directors M/M (Paris), who have also de-
signed this retrospective that looks back at “pretty much everything” 
that the photographers have been working on for over two decades 
and that has brought them to the forefront in the fields of both art 
and fashion.

http://www.taschen.com/pages/en/catalogue/photography/all/05750/facts.inez_van_lamsweerde_vinoodh_matadin_pretty_much_everything.htm


Dan Graham, one of North America’s most important contempo-
rary artists, is best known today for his sculptural works and instal-
lations. His photographic works are generally not so well known, 
despite the fact that he first became famous for his photographic 
series Homes for America, pictures of typical American suburbia. 
To this day the theme of architecture and its surfaces in the context 
of postmodern everyday culture represents an extremely important 
facet of his work.
This publication presents new photographs by Dan Graham togeth-
er with original photographs from the Homes for America series. 
The new images exhibit stark similarities to the old pictures, as they 
were taken in the same locations, the same deserts of suburban 
streets and housing that Graham photographed in the sixties. Creat-
ing a fascinating, multilayered reference system of repetitions and 
differences, both spatially as well as temporally, it raises questions 
about architecture and public space and their function in society.
Design: Integral Lars Müller
Design: Integral Lars Müller
19 x 26 cm, 7 ½ × 10 ¼ in, approx. 128 pages, approx. 140 illustra-
tions, hardcover (2012)

Lars Müller Publishers

http://www.lars-mueller-publishers.com/en/catalogue-photography


MOUSSE Publishing  
“Mousse is publisher of catalogues, essays and curatorial projects, 
artist books and editions. Mousse Publishing follows a publica-
tion from its preliminary conception and design to its promotion 
and distribution, working in close dialogue with clients that include 
museums, public and private institutions and galleries across the 
globe. Mousse Publishing’s books are internationally distributed by a 
network of leading distributors and can be found in 270 specialized 
bookstores and museum bookshops throughout the world.” 

MOUSSE Publishing

http://moussemagazine.it/
https://www.moussepublishing.com/products-page/product/peep-hole-sheet-18-alejandro-cesarco/?status=moreinfo
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